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What is an isomer?

Isomers are ‘exotic’
Provide extra sensitivity
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figure from: J.M. Daugas, www.ganil.fr/lise/chart
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Some physics questions (with radioactive beam)



26Al all-sky map

=>   continuous nucleosynthesis

26Al decays into 26Mg:  T1/2=0.74 My
E =1.8 MeV

figure from www.nasa.compicture by COMTEL: resolution ~1 degree
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Figure from P. von Neumann-Cosel, Nucl. Phys. A 719 (2003) 21c.

180Ta nature’s rarest isotope; the only naturally occurring isotope in an 
isomeric state

Possible processes:

- s 
- p 
- 180Hf( ,e−); 181Ta( , ’n)



F.R. Xu et al., to be published in Phys. Rev. Lett.

Enhanced stability of superheavies due to high-K isomers

Z=108

Z=110

270Ds ground state  T1/2 ≈ ���� �
isomer                 ≈ 6 ms

S. Hofman et al., EPJA 10 (2001) 5



Some physics questions (with radioactive beam)





CDR (GSI) p.18.



G. Martínez-Pinedo and K. Langanke, Phys. Rev. Lett. 83 (1999) 4502.
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Isomeric states can effect r-process half-lives:
- it can be populated thermally (if low energy)
- can be fed by the preceding neutron capture on the N=81 nucleus

I =1/2–

(for odd Z)
I =9/2+

(for odd Z)



(N=82)

low spin isomers in N=126  odd-Z nuclei 
might influence the r process!!

Possibility of:

h11/2 groundstate
s1/2 or d 3/2 isomer76

64



Z=66-68-70-72-74; N=126 r-process waiting point nuclei 
with possible 10+ (and 7−) isomer
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What about N=126 even-Z nuclei?
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CDR p.18.



figure from P.M. Walker
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Z=66-74; N=126 r process waiting point nuclei with possible 10+ isomer
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Let’s take one example:  200W
R-process waiting point nucleus



Let’s take an example: 
10+ 	
11/2)2 in 200W   N=126 r-process waiting point nucleus

Perform  a decay experiment:



Fragment Separator (GSI)

Relativistic energy fragmentation:
primary beam: 238U (1 GeV/u) 

- ion-by-ion identification
(flight-time: ~300 ns)

�����

(Super)

target/
catcher

238U



179W produced in fragmentation of 208Pb at 1 GeV/nucleon
(179W stopped in a catcher)

Background from the stopping down of the fast ions:

(to be simulated by P. Detistov; Surrey/Sofia)



Let’s take an example: 
10+ 	
11/2)2 in 200W   N=126 r-process waiting point nucleus

Perform  a decay experiment:
-we do not see the decay out from isomer(s)

- short lifetime?  =>  shell quenching?

- long lifetime?   =>  mass measurement

-we see the decay out     =>  nuclear structure information



Without shell quenching

With shell quenching

B. Chen �����., Phys. Lett. B355 (1995) 37.

N=82 Shell





Let’s take an example: 
10+ 	
11/2)2 in 200W   N=126 r-process waiting point nucleus

Perform  a decay experiment:
-we do not see the decay out from isomer(s)

- short lifetime?  =>  shell quenching?

- long lifetime?   =>  mass measurement

-we see the decay out     =>  nuclear structure information



New Experimental Storage Ring

- mass

- ion-e

Mass measurement: identification of long lived isomers



Let’s take an example: 
10+ 	
11/2)2 in 200W   N=126 r-process waiting point nucleus

Perform  a decay experiment:
-we do not see the decay out from isomer(s)

- short lifetime?  =>  shell quenching?

- long lifetime?   =>  mass measurement

-we see the decay out     =>  nuclear structure information

Coulomb excitation experiment: =>  ����������������
�����



Coulomb excitation of isomeric states

experimental setup

For For Coulex Coulex of isomeric states:of isomeric states:
ID after target can be done with the decay from ID after target can be done with the decay from the isomerthe isomer
EE (K+2(K+2-->K) >> E>K) >> E (2(2-->0)  (avoiding atomic background)>0)  (avoiding atomic background)



179W produced in fragmentation of 208Pb at 1 GeV/nucleon
(179W stopped in a catcher)

Background from the stopping down of the fast ions:



five-quasiparticle states

expected rates for 179W:
179W ions in isomeric state:270 s-1;
γ rates: N(379 keV) = 6 hour-1;   N(363 keV) = 119 hour-1

N(363 keV--delayed γ coinc) = 12 hour-1

Ibeam = 108 s-1 208Pb (or 238U) @ 1000 MeVxA; 1.6 g/cm2 Be target; σ exp = 0.952 mb;

300 mg/cm2 208Pb Coulex target;   ε RISING  = 5%; IR = 2.7%; ε iso = 10%;

σ(35/2->39/2) = 237 mb; σ(35/3->37/2) = 2327 mb;

well deformed γ soft



Let’s take an example: 
10+ 	
11/2)2 in 200W   N=126 r-process waiting point nucleus

Perform  a decay experiment:
-we do not see the decay out from isomer(s)

- short lifetime?  =>  shell quenching?

- long lifetime?   =>  mass measurement

-we see the decay out     =>  nuclear structure information
Coulomb excitation experiment: =>  ����������������
�����

Direct reactions =>  populate multiparticle states in adjacent nuclei



200W+ d -> 201W+p
10+ 	
11/2)2 (h11/2)2 

200W+ 3He -> 201Re+d
10+ 	
11/2)2 (h11/2)2 

neutron pick up                                             proton pick up

-> non-yrast states also populated

for ex. 176Lu(d,p)177Lu
I=K=7                       M. Minor et al., Phys. Rev. C3 (1971) 766.



Let’s take an example: 
10+ 	
11/2)2 in 200W   N=126 r-process waiting point nucleus

Perform  a decay experiment:
-we do not see the decay out from isomer(s)

- short lifetime?  =>  shell quenching?

- long lifetime?   =>  mass measurement

-we see the decay out     =>  nuclear structure information
Coulomb excitation experiment: =>  ����������������
�����

Direct reactions =>  populate multiparticle states in adjacent nuclei

etc.  (g-factor, fragmentation,fusion-evaporation, 
ion-electron interaction)    (not for 200W)



Lifetime: ~Lifetime: ~ps ps --> transient magnetic field> transient magnetic field
Perturbed Angular Correlation (PAC)Perturbed Angular Correlation (PAC)

S4 target areaS4 target area

gg--factor measurementfactor measurement

Figure from K.-H. Speidel �����., RISING proposal



Let’s take an example: 
10+ 	
11/2)2 in 200W   N=126 r-process waiting point nucleus

Perform  a decay experiment:
-we do not see the decay out from isomer(s)

- short lifetime?  =>  shell quenching?

- long lifetime?   =>  mass measurement

-we see the decay out     =>  nuclear structure information
Coulomb excitation experiment: =>  ����������������
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Direct reactions =>  populate multiparticle states in adjacent nuclei

etc.  (g-factor, fusion-evaporation, ion-electron interaction)



M. Pfützner �����., Phys. Lett. B444 (1998) 32.
M. Pfützner �����., Phys. Rev. C65 (2002) 064604.
K. Gladnishki �����., Phys. Rev. C69 (2004) 024617.

isomeric ratio:
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How clean isomeric beams are?



Ground state:

T1/2 = 69(4) ns��� ������

Z=89

To increase the isomer/groundstate ratio:
- clever things in a storage ring

- if T1/2(isomer) > T1/2(gs):  ����



215Ra127 43/2– = 800 ns <=    highest spin in fragmentation
29/2– 2 s
25/2+ 10 s
15/2– 97 ns

from fragmentation of  238U at 950 MeV/nucleon
Zs. Podolyák �����., Crete conference, 2003



0.2 ion/s !
45000 ions

190W

stable

Z
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SUMMARY

- lots of interesting isomers  

- isomers in N=126 r-process waiting point nuclei

- experiments: Decay experiment:

-we do not see the decay out from isomer(s)

- short lifetime?    =>  shell quenching?

- long lifetime?     =>  mass measurement

-we see the decay out     =>  nuclear structure information
Coulomb excitation experiment: =>  ����������������
�����

Direct reactions =>  populate multiparticle states in adjacent nuclei

etc.  (g-factor, fusion-evaporation, ion-electron interaction)

May I have 50 days of beam time, please?


